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EMV® authorization without major changes to existing systems 
As a card issuer with in-house authorization or as a third-party processor, you need the ability to process 
the transactions that originate from the EMV cards that you or your clients have issued. And to take full 
advantage of the benefits that EMV can offer, you will need a fully-featured solution, rather than one with 
only the basic scope offered by most switch vendors as replacements of or upgrades to existing systems.  

Aconite Technology’s legacy with EMV goes back 
to the first migrations from magnetic-stripe cards 
in Europe over twenty years ago. Since then 
Aconite has assisted dozens of organizations 
around the world with their successful EMV 
programs, and is recognized as one of the leading 
EMV authorities and solution providers working in 
the global cards and payments business. 

Many switch vendors ignore the fact that 
organizations active in the card issuing and 
processing market usually operate systems that 
have years of investment in customizations and in integration with other systems. Often the only vendor 
option for providing EMV capability is a major version upgrade, requiring retro–fitting of custom code and 
end-to-end testing, maybe even substantial business process redesign. Aconite’s approach is different. 
We recognize the value accumulated in your legacy systems and offer an upgrade path based on 
retention of those systems, with a plug-in solution to take care of EMV processing, causing minimum 
disruption to existing systems. 

Aconite EMV Transaction Manager 

Aconite EMV Transaction Manager, or ETM, is a high-spec, PCI-certified EMV processor that interfaces 
with your existing authorization system (or to multiple authorization platforms) using an optimized 
interface for simplicity of integration and performance. During regular authorization processing, one call 
to ETM results in all the required EMV functions being performed and the EMV response data being 
returned ready formatted for inclusion in the network or device response message.  

The diagram shows how ETM can fit into an existing issuer setup, here optionally integrated with 
Aconite’s Payment Application Manager smart card lifecycle management system. 
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The existing system performs its normal authorization steps to determine, for example, whether card 
status and available funds allow a transaction to be approved. A simple exit is added to the existing 
system to call ETM at the appropriate point in the transaction flow. The EMV data from the authorization 
request message is passed in the call – there is no need for the existing system to parse or interpret it. 
Data returned by ETM (which may include an EMV script) is dropped back into the authorization response 
message and returned to the originating network or device.  

Aconite ETM is feature-rich, providing not only basic crypto processing, but also advanced EMV data 
analytics – configurable tests and outcomes across different groups of cards, which can be broken down 
by brand, issuer, BIN or subset/superset of BIN. The newly-mandated tracking of ATC (Application 
Transaction Counter) is fully supported. ETM also features advanced EMV scripting, with user-
configurable EMV scripts triggered internally or externally, in real-time or deferred for later delivery. 
Aconite ETM also features the ability to use scores from third-party risk management systems to trigger 
EMV scripts that can dynamically change an individual card’s internal risk profile.  

ETM is scalable, highly available and performant 

ETM is priced according to capacity, so there’s a deployment model and price plan that will suit your 
organization regardless of size or role. ETM has been deployed in small-scale single server 
implementations through to multi-site, fully active-active implementations servicing tens of millions of 
EMV cards at up to 1,000 transactions per second.  

EMV Authorization 

To be able to process EMV authorization requests, the EMV data that 
arrives in the message must be verified, validated and processed, and 
the correct response data generated. This is critical to the proper 
functioning of EMV cards and for the end-to-end security processes at 
the core of EMV. The existing system detects an EMV transaction and 
makes a call to ETM, passing the EMV data and some additional items 
from the message, and the result of any authorization pre-processing.  

In ETM, these processes take place: 

EMV Data Analytics 

Indicators in the EMV data giving the results of processes that the 
terminal or ATM and the card performed during the transaction are 
analyzed. ETM allows the card issuer to configure multiple tests 
representing combinations of results from these processes which, if present in the message data, can 
trigger a number of outcomes, from returning a status code to the calling system to setting a specified 
Authorization Response Code, potentially resulting in the decline of the transaction and overriding that 
determined by the existing system (but only to a position of lower risk) – for example, ETM may be 
configured to decline a transaction with a ‘Do Not Honor’ response code if the PIN was not entered and 
data authentication between the card and the terminal was not performed. An unlimited number of 
similar conditions can be configured in ETM. This brings an enormous increment in authorization 
processing options – fully exploiting the power of EMV, without changes in your existing system’s 
authorization logic. An EMV script can be triggered as a result of one of these conditions being detected – 
in this example, a script could be returned to force all subsequent transactions to be authorized online. 
Script processing is described in more detail below. 
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Cryptographic Processing 

The EMV data contains a cryptogram (a form of digital signature) that can verify the authenticity of the 
card and the integrity of critical data in the authorization message. ETM determines the method used to 
create the cryptogram (these differ according to the card and application type) and uses the EMV data to 
make a call to an HSM. The call contains the predicted Response Code for the authorization – the EMV 
data analysis process described above may have resulted in a non-zero (e.g. a decline) response code. The 
HSM verifies the request cryptogram (ARQC) and returns a response cryptogram (ARPC) incorporating 
the predicted response code. Should subsequent processing result in a change from the predicted 
response code, a second call is made to recalculate the response cryptogram. 

EMV Scripting 

EMV scripting allows a card issuer to update information stored in their EMV chip cards or to change the 
state of those cards while they are in circulation. Why is this needed? Examples include: 

4 Fraud Prevention – blocking a lost or stolen card  
4 Risk Management – changing the way a card behaves during a transaction  
4 Customer Service – resetting or changing Offline PINs, where used. 

Scripting is a standard feature of EMV, supported irrespective of brand or card manufacturer. Scripts are 
secure – they fall within a category of EMV processing called ‘secure messaging’, so scripts can only be 
sent by the issuer of the card, who knows the card’s secret script keys that guarantee authenticity, 
integrity and the confidentiality of data (such as a new PIN) contained in a script command.  

Aconite’s EMV scripting component can be used to generate any script type through configuration – the 
range of scripts supported is not fixed as in most vendor solutions and can be expanded without code 
changes. Scripts can be ‘pushed’ – generated in real time and delivered immediately in response to a 
trigger during authorization processing or ‘pulled’ by a request from the cardholder, or can be staged by 
an external system and queued for delivery when the target card is next presented online. In Aconite’s 
solution, scripts are identified by a Business Function name that is independent of the chip type or 
payment brand, so systems or operators that request a script to be sent need no knowledge of the low-
level technical detail of the card type or of script commands. Each Business Function is assigned a priority 
so that if multiple scripts are pending for a card, the most important will be sent first. When a script is 
staged it can also be given a Validity Window – if the card is not presented online during that window the 
script will not be sent.  

The EMV standard requires scripts to be forwarded to cards in full and without interference from the 
acquirer or terminal. Therefore the possibility of a script failing to be applied is very low. Even so, EMV 
provides confirmation of a script’s successful delivery – the Aconite system can reschedule a failed script 
to be re-sent next time the card comes online. 

Risk Management Integration 

Risk Status Translator, an optional extra feature of Aconite EMV Transaction Manager, can be integrated 
with fraud or risk management systems without any change to their internal processes, and used to 
trigger EMV scripts. The Risk Score that is output from any system that performs real-time or batch risk 
analysis on transactions can trigger an EMV script simply on the basis of the score itself. Aconite Risk 
Status Translator allows the system administrator to map ranges of risk scores onto Business Functions 
within the scripting system.  
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Protection into the future 

While an initial EMV implementation may require only a minimum of the available EMV features, forward-
looking organizations have an eye to the future, when the advanced features of the EMV standard may be 
required, including offline authorization where online processing is not possible or uneconomic, and on-
chip PIN authentication, requiring EMV scripting for PIN change and unblock. ETM supports all these 
features out of the box, and Aconite guarantees future support for all EMV applications supported by the 
major card brands as part of regular support and maintenance.  

Next step… 
Contact Aconite. Find out more about Aconite EMV Transaction Manager and our other smart product 
solutions and put yourself on the path to innovative business opportunities based on issuing smart 
products. 

Visit our website: www.aconitetechnology.com  email: info@aconitetechnology.com 
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